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ABSTRACT
The GFDL II-level general circulation/tracer model is used for two experiments designed to prepare
the way for a self-consistent mode! of atmospheric ozone. The first experiment invokes a very simpll~
condition at the top model level, an instantaneousrelaxation to a specified 10 mb averageobserved ozon.~
value. The tracer is inert below the top level until it is removed in the lower troposphere. The second
experiment introduces a simplified, but reasonably realistic ozone chemistry at the top level includin.g
Chapman, nitrogen and hydrogen loss processes. Below the top level, ozone is inen, and is remove,j
in the lower troposphere by the same mechanismas in the first experiment.
These two experiments, in spite of their very different middle stratospheres, show n:markably similar
behavior in the lower stratosphere. A comparison of model values and fluxes with available observation.
shows general qualitative agreementas well as some notable discrepancies.
In the second experiment, a detailed analysis of the processes affecting the 10 mb zonal-meanmixinl~
ratio is presented. The results show that the mid-stratospheric ozone production and losses are strongly
sensitive to circulation features, changing overhead sun angle and temperature. The~;evarious effe\:t:;
lead to some substantial interhemispheric and seasonalasymmetries in the ozone production.
An analysis is performed of the transport processes leading to the pronounced poleward-downwarll
slope of tracer isopleths. The results demonstrate that adiabatic and diabatic effects in the eddies,as well
as diabatic effects in the zonal mean, all contribute importantly to the creation of these sloping
surfaces.
As an aid to tracer transport analysis, a Lagrangian .'non-transport" theorem is derived lor
an integration following a fluid particle. Some Lagrangian drift-type calculations are performed
in the model January mean flow. The results show a slow but substantial particle convergencejust to
the cyclonic shear side of the time-mean jet stream axis. This is a region where the traditionai zon:ll.
mean budget analysis shows a very large cancellation between eddy and meridional circulation flu~
convergence. Also, the analysis demonstrates indirectly the very important contribul:ions of transient
disturbances to the movement of heat and tracers irreversibly into the stratospheric p<llarvortex.

\ 1. Introduction

In spite of the significantly increased attention
ozone has received over the last decade or so, a
ful.ly quantitative understanding of its structure remains unavailable. This is because a successful
model of ozone must treat properly the interactive
radiative-chemical-dynamical system in the troposp~ere, stratosphere and possibly the mesosphere.
Although such models are being attempted, their
fully successful completion requires much further
PfI>gress.
]:n the meantime, all attempts at quantitative ozone
ll1cldelingincorporate substantial simplifications depel1ding upon which aspects of the problem are
chosen for emphasis. An excellent example of these
simplifications may be found in the so-called onediI11ensional(1-0) chemical models incorporating
se"erely parameterized transport and space-time
avI:raged chemistry. These models have been in-

valuable in sorting out some of the uncel1ainties
and the irrelevancies contained in thl~ complex
chemical equations.
In a similar vein, models which emphasize 3-D
atmospheric transport at the expense of exhaustive
chemical detail are also e~:tremelyvaluable. They
provide a mechanism for a5;sessing
erron; in modeling atmospheric motions and also providle a means
for evaluating which types of motions art: dominant
in the problem. Examples of this approac:hare:given
in Hunt and Manabe (1968), Hunt (1969), Clark
(1970), Mahlman (1973a), IJondon and F'ark (1973.
1974),Cunnold et at. (1975), Mintz and S,chlesinger
(1976), Kao et at. (1976),Kida (1977a.b).,Mahlman
and Moxim (1978)and Schlesingerand Mintz (1979).
Of the above models which emphasizedozone, only
the quasi-geostrophic model ofCunnold et at. (1975)
was integrated long enough to achieve a satisfactorily equilibrated state ,[)verthe seasons. Thus,
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only that model can be used for a meaningful specified to be such that it just balances th(: advecJit~:i,'~
~~,I;"".:,
'fi~
,c, J: comparison with the long-term results of this study. tive loss. At the top model level, the tracer may be
.The work presented in this paper incorporates
the 3-D approach, and is the beginning of a series of
~c:t
~
increasingly complex experiments designed to inii\1'1
",~
'1J~
vestigate many aspects of the ozone problem. Th,~
","1
,,"
",:,! ,.
basic tool employed is the GFDL 3-D tracer model
;""'.":t~~. as described in some detail in Mahlman and Moxim
(1978, hereafter referred to as MM78). A descrip,~!,.~:,c,- tion of the stratospheric behavior of the general
circulation model (whose winds are used purely as
input for the tracer model and are not affected b:V
the tracer structure) is given in Manabe and
Mahlman (1976, hereafter MM76). For a list of
referencesto other publications on the performance
of this GCM, see MM78.
A major goal of the experiments performed here
is to evaluate various aspects of the physical
mechanismsresponsible for transport of ozone in the
atmosphere. Topics emphasized in this paper in:volve comparison with observation, the interactioa
between chemistry and transport in the middle
stratosphere, transport of ozone to the troposphere:,
mechanismsresponsiblefor the poleward-downward
slopes of constant ozone surfaces, and some differences in interpretation between Eulerian and
Lagrangian views of tracer transport. In addition,
the effect of the drastically different source prt~scriptions in the model middle stratosphere on the
ozone structure in the lower stratosphere will
be presented through comparison of the two e'~periments.

~~~~,

~~ii~

2. Designof the experiments
a. Stratified Tracer experiment
The motivation for this experiment was to evaluate the conjecture that most of the climatologic;il
features of the ozone distribution in the low(~r
stratosphere are the result of the action of stratospheric motions on the high degree of verticiu
stratification of the ozone mixing ratio. This
stratification initially occurs as a result of a strong
photochemical production of ozone in the middle
stratosphereand net destruction in the troposphef(~.
In this experiment, the effect of a rapid photochemical responsein the middle stratosphereis vel"y
crudely simulated by specifying a constant mixing
ratio (R) everywhere at the top model level (u
= p/p* = 0.01 ~ 31 km ~ 10 mb)l. At the model
interface level below the top level, a vertical flux
of tracer is calculated. If the model calculates a flux
of tracer out of the top level, the source term is
1 As described in MM76 and MM78. the model is expressed
in sigma coordinates (Q' = pip., where p is pressure and P. is
surface pressure), The approximate pressures corresponding to
the model sigma levels can be seen in Fig. 3.1.

visualized as Idampingback instantaneousJlyto its
simple photochemical equilibrium value aft,erbeing
disturbed by a vertical transport process.
In the other stratospheric model levels, the tracer
is specifieldto have no sources or sinks. Thus, the
experimel1ltaldesign crudely simulates a very rapid
transition in the vertical between an advectiondominatedlregion (lower stratosphere) and :i photochemical c~quil.ibriumregion (middle strat05;phere).
The choice of the constant value to be s,pecified
at the top level is completely arbitrary. To facilitate
compari!;clOwith the Simple Ozone experiment, a
value of 7.5 parts per million by volume (ppmv) is
specified. This is close to the global-averagc~
mixing
ratio at the 10 mb level as simulated in the second
experimc~nt.Some results from the first yea,rof this
experiment are presented in Mahlman (1973a). In
that paper the top level mixing ratio was set equal
to 1.0, exlpressedin arbitrary units.
In this experiment, the final tracer strulcture is
not depem:lenton tbe initial condition. How(:ver, the
integration time required to approach equiJlibration
is depend,enton the initial state. The initial condition on I }..ugustfor this Stratified Tracer experiment
is specified accordingto the simple quadratic function
R(K)

= 7.5

(12

-K)2

,

(2.1)

121

where K itsa level index ranging from I at the top
level to II at the bottom level next to the ground.
The pressillresto which these values of K colTespond
are given by p(K) = 10000"(K).Thus, at the initial
state, the data are interpolated to the 0" surfaces in
such manner that there are no horizontal gradients'
of trace!, on isobaric surfaces. This type of initial
condition was chosen to help clarify the processes
which aclt to establish the well-known polewarddownward slopes of quasi-conservative tracers in
the lowe:r stratosphere.
b. Simple Ozone experiment
I) BASIC DESCRIPTION

In thi:s experiment, rather than specifying the 03
mixing ratio of the top level to be a constant, a
realistic but simplified photochemistry is used. Its
inclusion permits the 03 mixing ratio in the top level
of the m,odel to vary with longitude, latitude and
seasondue to changing insolation and temperature.
The 03 p,hotochemical production and destruction
equation!; are solved at 10 mb, but the resulting
net desl:ruction or production of 03 is treated as a
mean ru~trate for the top layer which extends from
0 to 27.6 mb.
The Simple Ozone experiment is an attempt to
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study the effects of photochemistry in the top level
(middle stratosphere)on 03 transport. It is not meant
to simulate a quantitatively accurate 03 climatology
or the response of 03 to a perturbation in photochemistry. Therefore, a detailed and highly accurate
chemical scheme is not appropriate nor, given the
~tate of 03 photochemistry when the experiment
beganin 1975,even possible. Ozone production and
Chapmandestruction are calculated directly, while a
partially parameterized non-Chapmandestruction is
calculated using constant mixing ratios for H2Oand
?~Oll(NO + N02 + HN03). H2Ois set at a constant
3 ppmv. Because of limited data and the desire to
f[linimize the number of adjustable parameters, a
constant value for the NOli mixing ratio is used at
~L1llatitudes.This value of NOli (17.5 ppbv) is the
one which, when using this chemistry, produces
f[lodel equatorial 10 mb 03 in agreement with observations. However, in a purely photochemical calculation, this value of NOli gives 03 values in excess
(If those observed at low latitudes. This excess is
flecessary to balance the net transport removal of
ozone from the 10 mb tropics.
The ability of this chemical model to generate
a realistic net photochemical source in the middle
stratosphere and capture the appropriate time
scales is partially insulated from the frequent
changes in measurements of specific reaction rate
coefficients, absorption cross sections and species
concentrations. For example, when this model was
constructed in 1975, NOz was thought to dominate
flon-Chapman destruction, with some contribution
from HOx and very little from CLOx (e.g., Wofsy,
1974). Currently, due to both new measurements
(If reaction rate coefficients and new reactions,
r~oz, CLOz and HOz are all thought to be important and strongly coupled (e.g., Turco et af.
1978). While the model non-Chapman ozone
destruction chemistry does not now agree in many
details with the current view, the net effect of the
required non-Chapmandestruction at 10mb was designed to be conserved by the explicit use of NOli
f!lixing ratio as an arbitrary parameter. This photochemical scheme is significantly more detailed than
the one used by Cunnold et af. (1975) in their 3-D'
OZone model which specified N02, OH and H02
from earlier I-D calculations. It is quite similar in
f!lany respects to the one used by London and
Park (1974). One difference is their use of an estif!lated NOz profile in comparisonto this model's use
clf NOli as an explicit parameter to guarantee the
correct simulated 03 mixing ratio at 10 mb in
the tropics.
.In order to isolate the effects of photochemistry
~rlthe middle stratosphereon 03 transport processes
~rl the lower stratosphere, no photochemistry is
lrlCluded in any of the other stratospheric levels.
1~hile this appearedto.be justified by a comparison
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of transport and photo(:hemical lifel:imes, an a
posteriori' examination of the model rt~sultsshows
that photochemistry in the lower str:atosphere is
quite necessaryfor a proper simulation of both the
03 profile and the total column.
2) CHEMICALDESIGN
From the large number of reactions and reactants
thought to be relevant to ozone photol;:hemistry at
10 mb (e.g., Hampson and Garvin, 1975),the 17
chosenfor this modelare listed in Table ]1.The photodissociation rate coefficients Ji at 10 rob are determined from the data sources given in Table 1 and
solar flux data from Ackerman (1971) and Simon
(1974). Daytime average Ji's are used so that destruction due to R9 is nol: overestimatt~d(Kurzeja,
1975). However, the ne1:daytime destruction or
production is spread uniJ:ormly over the full 24 h
period since the modeldoes not have a diurnal cycle.
While Rayleighand aerosolscattering of the downward flux are small eno'llgh to be ne:glected, for
wavelengths >310 x 10-9m the solar flux is multiplied by 1.3as an approximate correction for backscatter by the earth's surfalceand lower atmosphere.
Above 6 mb the total column of 03 is ~lssumedto be
constant using values ba~;edon the dalta of Heath
(1974)and our own analy~;is.Between f>and 10mb,
ozone is assumedto have a mixing ratio equal to the
value calculated at 10mb for the previous time step.
Using the 17reactions listed in Table I, the photochemical production of R (= Roo+ R,[»)I
is given by
SOURCE ==2.JI.Ro..
(2.2)
The photochemical destruction of R is given by
SINKS = [2.Roo.Ro.K4 + 2.Ro.RNo,.K9
+RoH(K14.Roo + K16.Ro)

+ RHo,(K15.Ro. + K17.Ro)].n(m),

(2.3)

where n(m) is the atmospheric numbe:rdensity and
reaction R12 is neglected as a loss reac;:tion.These
two equations are then used in the continuity equation for R at the top leve:1of the tracel~model [see
MM78, Eq. (3.7) and Sec'tion3, for de1:ails].
A series of steady-state~
approximati,ons are now
made at each time stepto solve for the.mixing ratios
Ro., Ro, RNo" ROHand RHo,used in E~t. (2.3).
Assuming the ratio of Ro. to Ro is in steady
state gives
RoiRo. = J3/[Ji~o..K2.n(m)2].

(2.4)

R = Ro. + Ro and Eq. (:~.4)are used to solve for
the Chapman destruction in Eq. (2.3),
Assuming ROHplus RHo,is in steady state relative
to R and the ratio RHo,lRoHis in steady state relative to ROHplus RHo., the ratio RHo,lRoHis then
given by

':;;'::!"'"
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TABLE 1. Stratospheric ozone pho(oc>(:hemistry.

,"C~,;!;
~,.; ,.:
;i;~;;

THE

Chapman photochemistry
RI
R2
R3

R4

JI =4.7 x
K2 = 1.0 x
J3 = 7.6 x
K4 = 1.9 x

O2 + hI! -+ 20
0+02+m-+03+m
03 + hI! -+ 0 + O2
0.+ 03 -+ 202

10-11.
10-"e(sooIT'tt
10-'.
10-lle-'%3oo/Tlt-

Ackerman (1971)
Hampson and Garvin (1975)
Ackerman (1971)
Hampson and Garvin (1975)

Nitrogen photochemistrji
Partitioning of NO.
R5
NO + 03-- NOt + Ot
R6
NOt + hl'-- NO + 0
R7 OH + NOt + m --HN03 + m
R8
HN03 + hI' --OH + NOt

K5 = 9.0 x
J6 = 1.3 x
K7 = 2.3 x
J8 = 8.6 x

Ozone destruction
R9
NOt + 0--

K9 = 9.1 x to-lIt

NO + Ot

10-13e-(1200IT)t
to-to
10-30(300/T)2.$tt
10-6.

Hampson and Garvin (1975)
Hampson and Garvin (1975)
Anderson el at. (1974)
Johnston and Graham (1973)
Hampson and Garvin (1975)

Water chemistry
Radical source
RIO
O. + hv --+ 0(10) + O.
RII
0(10) + m --+ O('P) +"'
RI2
0(10) + H.O --+ 20H

JIO = 2.2 x 10-'"
Kit = 6 x to-lIt
K12:, 3.5 x 10-IOt

Ackerman (1971),quantum yields from Levy (1974)
Hampson and Garvin (1975)
Hampson and Garvin (1975)

Radical sink
RI3
OH + HOI --+ HIO + O.

Kl3 = 2 x to-lOt

Hochanadel el al. (1972)

Ozone destruction/radical partitioning
RI4
OH + O. --+HO. + 01
RI5
HOI + O. --+ OH + 201
RI6
OH + 0 --+ H + 01
RI7
HOI + 0--+ OH + 01

KI4
KI5
Kl6
KI7

Hampson and Garvin (1975)
estimated
Kaufman (1969)
Kaufman (1969)

=
=
=
=

1.6
2.0
5.0
6.0

x
x
x
x

10-12e-C'OOOfT)t
10-"e-'I$OOfT)t
10-I't
10:-I't

.Daytime average rate for summer and O' latitude (5-1).
t Units are cm3 molecule-I 5-1.
tt Units are cm8 molecule-' 5-1.

RATIOHo.r = RHo./RoH

-

K16"Ro + K14.Ro3
K17'Ro

+ K15'R03

(2.5)

It is further assumed:, based on 1975rate coefficient
data, that
RNo'K18 ~ [K17'Ro + K15'R03]'
where K 18 is the rate coefficient for
HO2 + NO ~ OH + NO2.

(R18)

(2.6,)

scale of 1- 3 days in the sunlit middle stratosphere
With these assumptions,
17.5 x 10-9.B
R..~ = 1 + B(1 + A) ,
.'!'IV,

n\-,~,
R)

where RNo = 17,5 x 10-9 gives the correct equatorial Ro. at 10 mb,
A = J6/[K5'Roo'n(m)],

(2.9)

B =J8/[K7'RoH'n(m)2],

(2.10)

By neglecting RNo'K18 in Eq, (2.5) and solving
Eqs.
(2.'~), (2,5), (2.7) and (2.8) in that order, it is
The OH mixing ratio is then given by
possible to solve the steady-state equations, conROH = [JIO'Ro,,'RH.o'KI2/(RATIOHoz
sistent with the reactions in Table 1, for Roo,Ro,
RoH,RHo2
andRNo.in one pass.While a more detailed
'Kil'n(m)'KI3)]Ii2,
(2.7) solution involving coupled equations and additional
species !;uch as CLONO2, N2Osand CLO is possiBoth ROHand RHo. are then substituted into the water
ble, it was neither justified nor necessary for this
destruction portion of Eq, (2,3).
For the NO21oss path in (2,3) it is assumed that th~~ experiml~ntas designed in 1975.
While there have been many changes in reaction
partitioning of RNo,RNo. and RHNO3
is in steady state
relative to the transported variable, R03 plus Ro. rate coefficients, photodissociation rates and conThis is an excellent approximation for NO and NO:~, stituent concentrations since 1975 (e.g., Hudson,
1977),only four would have a significant impact on
which adjust on time scales of a few minutes, but
the
current model at this time. The much larger
just adequate for HNO3, which has a relaxation time
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FIG. 3.1. Vertical distributions of the global-averagemixing ratio from the Stratified Tra(;er experiment
for the initial condition and July meansof year I. 2 and 4. Also shown are the Northern Hemisphere
meanobservedozone [reanalyzed from Hering and Borden (1964,1967»)and July year 4 from the Simple
Ozone experiment (large dots).

value for KI8 (Howard and Evenson, 1977)requires
the inclusion of RNo.KI8 in Eq. (2.5), which thus
c011plesthe nitrogen and water chemistry and increasesRoH.The measurements of CLO by AnderSOliet al. (1979)combined with the increased estimates of total chlorine in the stratosphere and
del:reasedratios ofHCUCLO found by recentphotoch4~micalmodels (e.g., Wofsy, 1978) point to an
important role for CLO in ozone destruction and a
strong coupling of the CL and N chemical cycles.
The currently accepted estimate for Kl3 of 3.0
x 10-11(Hudson, 1977)is much slower and leads to
a ~ignificant increase in calculated RHo, The most
rec:ent change, a large increase in the measured
stratospheric value for K 15(Zahniser and Howard)2,
re!iults in an increased role for HOz destruction of 03.
Incorporating these recent changes into the 03
chl~mical"modelwould increase its complexity and
require an iterated solution of the steady-stateequations. However, parameterization of total reactive
nitrogen and chlorine would still be necessary.
Therefore, if the photochemistry is to yield the
COirect 10 mb tropical 03, the total non-Chapman
de)truction must remain the same, even using
today's "improved" chemistry. In this way the

,~

Zahniser and Howard (1979), private communication.

model's simulation of the non-Chapman dl~struction,
by virtue of its NOli parameterization, is partially
buffered against uncertainties
in the: detailed

mechatlism.
c. Parameterization of tropospheric de...truction.
One of the most surpriising problem areas in
atmospheric chemistry is the current inal:,ility to determine the basic facts of ozone production and
destruction in the troposphere. In mode:lssuch as
the ones presented here, the best approaches for
modeling tropospheric 03 production and destruction are not at all obviou!i. However, the strong
gradients of 03 mixing ratio between !itratosphere
and troposphere lead to a rlet flux of 0'3 downward
across the tropopause. This net flux must be balanced by a net destruction in order to maintain the
observed 03 amount.
Becauseof the very large:uncertainty in any current scheme for calculation of this net tropospheric
destruction, the removal parameterizatiofldescribed
in MM78 has been retaint~d for this e:~periment.
This schemewas originally ,designedto arlproximate
the removal mechanisms applicable to' particulate
radioactive tracers. A dry removal is i:m;orporated
in the planetary boundary layer. In addition, tracer
is removed in the free atmosphere proportional to
the local precipitation rate and local tracl~ramount.
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More specific detail~ are given in MM78 as well a.s to be vi!rtually depleted. However, in attempts to
in Mahlman

(1973a)~

These removal prpcesses, in many respects, are
probably unlike those acting on atmospheric ozon~:.
Nevertheless, the choice of this scheme was convenient because it allowed a more direct comparison with the troPos1 heric results of the midlatitude
instantaneous sour e experiment described in
MM78. In addition, the time scales of removal in
this scheme are ro ghly consistent with those r~:quired to balance th tropospheric 03 values again!;t
the stratospheric so rce of 03 to the tropospher~:.
Also, sensitivity tes s with this model have shown
that the stratospher c tracer structure is rather insensitive to the tropospheric removal efficiency over
a considerablerang~ OfValues. This is because, for a

model tropospheric ozone amounts properly, a more
correct formulation would become a very important
consideration.
There olppears to be no direct case that can be
made for the precipitation related removal used in
this sche:me. In practice, such a scheme may have
some crlllcje semblance to reality because precipitating regions tend to occur in places where the
intensity of vertical small-scale mixing is consider-

ably greater than the average. Inasmuch as this

early version of the model does not include explicit
subgrid-s(:ale vertical
mixing, the scheme as
presently constjtuted appears to compensate som~what for this deficiency. In future ozone expenments, more realistic aspects of tropospheric
wide
range
of re sonable
removal
efficiencie!;,
chemistry will be included, along with a parameteritropospheric air ret rning to the stratosphere tends zation oj' Ithe vertical mixing on subgrid scales.
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3. Basic results of the two experiments
a. Stratified Tracer large-scale structure
After the model starting time of I August, the
adjustmentof the tracer to the initial condition given
in Eq. (2.1) is very rapid. Within about three days,
the magnitude of horizontal tracer advection is the
s~,meas that of vertical advection, even though
there are no horizontal tracer gradients initially.
T~e impact of this rapid adjustment on the establishment of poleward tracer gradients is discussed in
SI:ction 5d.
The global average one-dimensional structure of
the initial tracer distribution and the long-term
r~:sponseof the tracer in this experiment are given
in Fig. 3.1. The profiles are for July at years 1,2 and
4, The year 4 profile shows a reasonably close
correspondenceto the Northern Hemisphere mean
03 given on the same figure. An identifiable differ-

ence is that the simulated tracer is le~is than the
observed 03 at 65 and 38 mt!, A look at more detailed
structure will later reveal, however, that some of
this reasonablyclose agreelmentwith obs~erved03 is
partly fortuitous.
Figs, 3.2a and 3,2b give the zonal-mean mixing
ratio (RA) averaged over Ithe months of October,
January, April and July foJrthe first and the fourth
years of the experiment, re:spectively. In Fig. 3.2a,
the Octoberchart showsan evolution of oonsiderable
meridional structure by the third month of the experiment," Significant pole'~ard increase:sof tracer
are readily visible in the lower stratosphere, A pronounced downward protr'usion of tracer is quite
evident in the midlatitude~,of the Soutlhern Hemisphere, suggestive of efficiient downward transport
there in the late winter season. Effic«~nt depletion
of the tropical lower troposphere is quite evident.
Specific mechanismsleading to the v:arious zonal-
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FIG. 3.3. Zonal-mean mixing ratio (ppmv) for indicated

monlhs from th,e fourth year of the Simple Ozone experiment

mean features obtained here are discussed in Section 4a.

For October year 4, Fig. 3.2b shows a structure
qualitativl~ly similar to October year I, but with

For January year I, Fig. 3.2a shows a strorlg
downward bulge of tracer near 600N. Depletion of
tracer in the troposphere continues in spite of siJ~.
nificant downward transport near 50° in both hemispheres (see Mahlman, 1973a,Fig. 18). By April of
year I, the larger values in the Northern Hemisphe:re
winter stratosphere are particularly evident. The
equatorial maximum near 38 mb has now completely
disappeared and has been replaced by relatively
small values. In July of year 1, larger values in
Southern Hemisphere winter are now quite evident,
but the impact is not nearly as pronounced as in
Northern Hemisphere January. Note that a significant amount of the high tracer values in Northern
Hemisphere late winter remains into the summer
period. Depletion of the troposphere is continuirlg,
but now at a much slower rate than earlier in the
experiment.

some ver:y important differences. The troposphere
has now 'beendepleted to very small values. Note
that the entire troposphere is now contained within
the last lin~ar contour (0.5). The downward bulge
in the SouthernHemisphereis muchless pronounced
than in O(;tober year 1. Also note that the downward
bulge in tlheequatorial middle stratosphere has been
replaced by relatively small values.
In Januaryyear 4, the averagemeridionalgradients
in the lo".er stratosphere are larger than in year 1.
Howev!:r, the slope of the lines is less steep locally
during ye:ar4 near 45°S. The Northern Hemisphere
downward bulge is at a slightly higher latitude than
during :y!~arI, but the overall structure in that region is quite similar. In April year 4, the Northern
Hemisphere structure is quite similar to that of
year 1, but in the Southern Hemisphere the poleward-do INnward slopes of NA lines are diminished
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considerably relative to year 1. For the Southern
TABLE 2. Calculated correlation coefficients between the it
Hemisphere, the July year 4 chart shows a signifi- (Stratified tracer) and it (Simple Ozone) values at each model
cantdifference from the July year 1 structure in that analysis level for indicated months.
the downward protrusion in midlatitudes is now far
Pressure
lessapparent.
October
(mb)
January
April
July
Overall, Fig. 3.2b shows that the Northern Hemispherecontains significantly more tracer than does
38
0.942
0.992
0.952
0.955
65
0.996
0.996
0.997
0.992
the Southern Hemisphere. This is so in spite of the
110
0.996
0.994
0.999
0.996
symmetry of the upper boundary condition and the
190
0.985
0.984
0.989
0.997
use of a tropospheric sink parameterization whose
315
0.%0
0.985
0.956
0.996
only interhemispheric asymmetries are in the model
500
0.996
0.990
0.989
0.991
685
0.932
0.971
0.990
0.980
precipitation [for the model's precipitation clima835
0.986
0.993
0.997
0.987
tology, see Manabe and Holloway (1975)]. The
940
0.969
0.987
0.993
0.977
major difference lies in the simulated Southern
990
0.956
0.963
0.975
0.978
Hemisphereproducing a considerably less efficient
tracer transfer between the lower and middle
stratosphere than does the Northern Hemisphere.
As mentioned above, the R structure below the
Discussion of the reasons for these various model middle stratosphere is very similar in the two experifeatures is given in Section 4a.
ments. To provide a measure of this, correlation
coefficients were calculated at each analysis level
comparing the calculated RAvalues in each experib. Simple Ozone large-scale strllctllre
ment. The results are given in Table 2.
This calculation was begun by imposing the 1
From these results, it is clear that the meridional
March year 2 field of the stratified tracer experi- structure of the troposphere and lower stratosphere
ment. Thereafter, the two experiments were run in in these experiments is almost completely insensitive to substantial changes in the manner in which
parallel.
The zonal-meanstructure for year 4 of the Simple the "chemistry" in the middle stratosphere is
Ozone experiment is given in Fig. 3.3. In each of the handled. These results suggestthat it is the average
four months shown, the effect of adding ozone chem- stratification established betweenthe middle stratoistry in the middle stratosphere is quite evident, with sphere and the lower stratosphere that ultimately
highest values in the tropics and lower values determines the horizontal tracer structure between.
This is apparently becausethe time required for air
elsewhere.
In the troposphere and lower stratosphere, the to move from the middle stratosphere to the lower
tracer structure is remarkably similar to that given stratosphere is long compared to that required for
in Fig. 3.2b for the Stratified Tracer experiment. horizontal tracer transfer within a hemisphere.
This high degree of similarity and its implications Thus, a typical air parcel in the lower stratosphere
will be discussed in further detail below.
will not have survived intact from a source region in
The October year 4 field in Fig. 3.3 shows larger the middle stratosphere. Its local mixing ratio would
10 mb:RAvalues in the Southern Hemisphere, with tend to reflect, to a first approximation, the average
relatively weaker meridional gradients than in the vertical tracer gradient between the lower and
Northern Hemisphere. The lowered :RAvalues in middle stratosphere, and the influence of the local
highlatitudes at 10mb can alsQbe seenat 38 mb, but meteorological conditions. A similar behavior was
to a considerably lesser degree.
noted in MM78, in reference to the high correlations
In Januaryyear 4, Fig. 3.3 shows that the 10mb between their instantaneous source tracer and the
maximum in RAis centered nearer the equator than local potential vorticity.
in October, but remains just in the Southern HemiAlthough the above results show high correlations
sphere. At this time a strong asymmetry between in the meridional structure between the two experithe hemispheresis apparent. Between 38 and 10mb ments at year 4, Fig. 3.1 and a closer inspection of
in the Northern Hemisphere high latitudes, the ver- Fig. 3.3 reveal that the average mixing ratios below
tical tracer gradient is very small, while in the the middle stratosphere are somewhat smaller in the
Southern Hemisphere it is quite large.
'
Simple Ozone experiment (-15% at the end of the
By April the maximum in :RAappears in the fourth year). Thus, even though the average mixing
Northern Hemisphere. The remainder of the field ratios at 10 mb are nearly the same and the sink
appearsquite similar to that of January in the same parameterizations are identical, less tracer is transfigure. The July year 4 :RAdistribution shows largest ported out of the middle stratosphere in the Simple
10 mb values in the Northern Hemisphere. At Ozone experiment.
This represents a deviation from idealized 1-D
38 mb, the hemispheres are much more evenly
behavior, where the average flux is proportional to
balanced in July than in other seasons.
~
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the averagegradient. An analysis of the two experiments reveals that the difference arises because
much of the downward transfer out of the "fast
chemistry" region occurs in midlatitudes in association with planetary wave activity. It is the more
realistic smaller 10 mb mixing ratios present in the
Simple Ozone experiment(comparedto the Stratified
Tracer experiment)that lead to the smaller net downward flux calculatedin the Simple Ozoneexperiment.

JUN-JUl-AUG
"OBSERVED"

PPMV

as it should be, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere. For example, the ozonesonde provides the
only meaningful detailed measurements of ozone
from the ground to the middle stratosphlere. To
date, however, the accuracy and the spatial-temporal density of the ozonesonde data have not been
sufficient to provide unambiguous information on a
number of aspects of ozone climatology. lrhe best
data coverage so far appears to be from thle unfortunately short-lived North American Ozonesonde
4. Comparison "ith observedozone behavior
Network (Hering and Borden, 1964,1967).
Presentedin Fig. 4.1 are values of inferred zonala. Seasonal evolution of zonal-mean ozone
time mean"observed" 03 mixing ratio derived from
Because ozone is by far the best documented that network. Zonal means of 03 are estimated by
stratospheric trace constituent, comparison of the following procedure: The time averagesfor each
model results with available observations can pro- network station are plotted at their appropriate geovide especially meaningful tests. Unfortunately, graphical location every 2 km in height frol1l12 to 30
the climatology of ozone is not known nearly as well km. Isopleths of time-mean mixing ratio :are then
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subjectively analyzed over the North American area
taking into account horizontal and vertical consistency, poor or insufficient data and stratospheric
climatology. The 03 structure in this region is then
utilized to estimate the zonal-time mean at 100latitude intervals.
Comparison of this "observed" 03 structure in
Fig. 4.1 to that of the Simple Ozone experiment
given in Fig. 3.3 shows a number of interesting
features. In general, the calculated values agree
qualitatively with the observed. Large amounts are
present in the equatorial middle stratosphere with
decreasing values poleward. In the lower stratosphere, the poleward-downward slopes of the R
isopleths are similar. Sharply lower values are
present in the troposphere in both computed and
observed fields.
There are also model features which show disagreementbetween Figs. 4.1 and 3.3. In all seasons
the poleward-downward slope of R is somewhat
too large. The model downward "bulge" of RA in
higher northern latitudes is more pronounced, while
values in the tropical lower stratosphere are somewhat too small. In the troposphere. 03 values are
generallytoo small, particularly in the tropics. However, recent measurements indicate much smaller
lower troposphere 03 values in the tropics than
those shown in Fig. 4.1.3
Although it cannot be stated with certainty, the
major discrepancies in the stratosphere appear to
be related to the omission of ozone chemistry below the top model level. Inclusion of chemical effects at the lower levels would have the net effect
of adding 03 in the tropics and destroying it in high
latitudes. In the troposphere, the discrepancies
could be due either to the choice of removal mechanism, or to the omission of possible tropospheric
ozone production mechanisms(e.g., Crutzen, 1973;
Chameidesand Walker, 1973).
For the seasonalevaluation, comparison of Figs.
4,1 and 3,3 shows some additional discrepancies.
In October the polar values appear to be somewhat
low at 10mb and somewhat high at 38 mb. This has
the effect of reversing aRA/az relative to the observed in this region. The cause for this discrepancy
is not presently clear. It could be either chemical or
dynamical in origin. A further complication is that
this region is one in which the observations are
quite uncertain.
Iii Januaryand April the samecomparison shows a
downward "bulge" near60oNwhich is stronger than
the observed. Near the highest latitudes, however.
the simulated 03 values are too small. This is probably in part related to the inability of the model to
simulate the midwinter sudden stratospheric warm,ng phenomenon(MM76), Also, the model's too cold
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FIG. 4.2. Observed zonal-mean total olone (10-3 atm-cm) for
12 months of the year. Redrawn from Diitsch (1969).

polar vortex leadsto a larger poleward-upward slope
of 8 (potential temperature) surfaces than observed. This cold region can act to inhibit somewhat
the simulated flux of tracer downward into the polar
vortex, as will be shown in Section 5d. In July the
model shows too much 03 remaining in the high latitude lower stratosphere. This is probably a dynamical problem in that the lack of simulated midwinter
suddenwarmings leadsto a late reversal to easterlies
in the middle stratosphere (MM76). This delays the
strong poleward-downward transport of 03 to highest latitudes, thus higher values remain into the summer season. In addition, inclusion of chemical
processesin the lower stratosphere would act to reduce this discrepancy.
-A

b. Seasonal evolution of total ozone
It is of additional interest to compare the simulated total ozone against observations, particularly
since a reasonable amount of Southern Hemisphere
data are available. Fig. 4.2 shows the observed
monthly zonal-mean total ozone as redrawn from
Dtitsch (1969). Although Dtitsch cautions that errors
are to be expected in the Southern Hemisphere, the
data nevertheless reveal a number of important features. Most notable are the equatorial minimum and
the considerably I~rger values in higher latitudes.
In both hemispheres, pronounced seasonaleffects
are apparent. In addition, Fig. 4.2 shows pronounced
interhemispheric asymmetries. The Northern Hemisphere shows an early spring maximum in high latitudes and a significantminimum in fall. The Southern
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spheres (MM7i5). In particular, the
of Southt:rn HI~misphere
.

t~:

:..r~

OF THE

tary wave activity appears to result in a
downward transport out of the
"fast chemistry" region. One successful fe:iture or
the modt:1 is il:S prediction of the Southert1l Hemi;;
sphere spring maximum in midlatitudes, rather than
higher latitude:s as in the Northern Hemisphere.
However,
the amplitude of the seasonal variation
UJ
I::)
appears to be somewhat overpredicted. 111sharp
:;:)
t= a.
:220::'"
.
contrast, the Southern Hemisphere high-latitude
S
::
fall minimum is not present at all. The minimum
~: ~~; : : : ~:! ! ~I
:Min
shows up insu~ad in late winter in the simulation:
30.
It is interesting to point out, however, that the satellite total ,O:lone data presented by Prabhakalra et al.
(1976) sho,¥ a late winter minimum and an early summer maxin1um in high southern latitudes, ilrl qualiGO°
tative agreement with this simulation.
:-~:::!O~:::Ji~::~~::~:~::~
Fig. 4.4 sho,¥s the spatial distribution of total 03
900SI: : : ; : : :.:: : ...:.: : : ,::
for the morlths of July and December 1970 as determined by iPrabhakara et al. (1976). Although these
JFMAMJJASOND
data conta:in systematic errors, many of the relative
I Year
5 ...
gradients are probably meaningful. In Fig. 4.5 are
FIG.4.3. Simulatedzonal-mean
totalozone(10-3atm-cm)for 12 shown the e~\Jivalent quantities ~rom t~e Simple
monthsof theyearas simulatedin theSimpleOzoneexperiment. Ozone expenment. For July the sImulatIon shows
only quaJ!itative agreement with "observation"
as
shown in f~ig. '1.4. The general meridional gradients
Hemisphere exhibits a late spring maximum in are reasonably similar, but the longitudinal positions
midlatitudes with a rathelr pronounced late fall mini- of various features appear to differ from observamum in higher latitudes.
tion in most important respects. It is interesting to
The corresponding structure from the Simple note, how~~ver. that the Northern Hemisphere obOzone experiment is presented in Fig. 4.3. The served dat:i of London (1963) for summer appears to
Northern Hemisphere slhows a pronounced early differ as much from the July charts of Figs. 4.4 and
spring maximum near (iOON, which is somewhat 4.5 as the two figures differ from each othelr.
larger than observation. The corresponding obThe corresponding comparison for December in
served values show the maximum near or at the pole.
Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 shows a considerable improvement
It is not clear whether this discrepancy is due to the for the Sirnple Ozone experiment in the Northern
lack of a midwinter sudden warming in the model Hemisphere, while the Southern Hemisphere simu(MM76), a model deficiency in simulating mid- lation appears :is bad as July. The maximum off the
latitude transient disturbamces (Hayashi and Golder,
east coast of A:;ia which extends into Alaska is quite
1977), or to possible significant errors in the winter
well simuhlted. The minimum in the North 1\tlantic
high-latitude total ozone observations. [See discus- Ocean appears to be qualitatively 'correc:t. The
sion by Diitsch (1969) on 1:hispossibility.] The mode! equatorial mini mum is too intense and may be disresults show the effect of a pronounced poleward
placed too far southward. The strong total ozone
flux of 03 in late spring associated with the simu- gradients in the Japan and Canadian east coast
lated transition to summertime easterlies. The simu- regions are as;sociated with the troposphl~ric jet
lated fall minimum IS slil~htly delayed compared to streams in these regions. This relationship b,etween
observation. In general, Ilhe model Northern Hemi- jet strean1~;and total ozone gradients was pointed
sphere contains more 03 than observed. It is inter- out by Lo'vill (1974), and is consistent with the jet
esting that the quasi-geostrophic model simulation
stream and associated transverse circulation strucof Cunnold et af. (1975) shows closer agreement ture for thlis GCM as pointed out in Fig. 10.4 of
with the Diitsch (1969) I"lorthern Hemispheric data MM76. Sele also Section 5e in this paper.
than does this experiment.
The Southern Hemisphere simulation is also de~
In contrast to the Northern Hemisphere results,
ficient be(:ausl~ the winter mid latitude pe:ak has
the model tropics and Southern Hemisphere show lasted into the summer season, while the observaserious underpredictions (J,fthe total 03, The Southern tions sho\l/ values increasing poleward to at least
Hemisphere deficiency appears to be related to the 60oS. The model seems to be too weak in its transGCM's tendency to overpredict the differences in port of 03 to higher latitudes during the Southern
stratospheric dynamical :activity between the hemi- Hemisphere spring transition.
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December 1970. Redrawn from Prabhakara el af. (1976).
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TABLE3. Calculated annual mean vertical flux of ozone across
the upper troposphere (actually the 240.6 mb surface) in the
Simple Ozone experiment.
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the meridional circulation. The values given in Tab!l~
3 are similar to the observational estimates of
mean Northern Hemisphere flux of6.3 x 1014molecules m-2 S-1 given by Reiter (1971) and 8 x 1014
from Danielson and Mohnen (1977). A global value
of 6.6 x 1014
was obtained by Cunnold et al. (1975)
in their simplified 3-D model ozone experiment.
Alternative estimates have been provided by
analysis of the 03 destlruction rate in the surface

81

boundar}' layer. For example, Aldaz (1969)estimates
10.1 x 1014,while Fabian and Junge (1970) include
a range of3.5 to 5.9 x 1014
molecules m-2 S--I.However, be<:auseof the possibility of significant ozone
chemistry in the troposphere, boundary layer 03
destruction is not a clear indicator of tht~ crosstropopause flux.
In view of the deficiencies of the Southern Hemisphere ozone simulation shown in Section 4, it is
DECEMBER
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FIG. 4.5b. Simulated monthly mean total ozone (10-3 atm cm) for December year 4 from the
Simple Ozone experiment.
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plrobable that the Southern Hemisphere fluxes listed
i~1Table 3 are loo small. Some evidence consistent
w'ith this interpretation is presented by Fishman and

Crutzen (1978), who suggest considerably larger
Southern Hemisphere fluxes than obtained here.

5. Tracer transport mechanisms
a. 10 mb zonal-mean balances

Although the Simple Ozone experiment incorporates some simplifications in the ozone chemistry,
and the 10mb level of the model is subject to vertical resolution limitations, this level remains of
considerable interest. In this calculation and in the
real atmosphere, 10mb is a level at which chemical
l'lrocessesand transport processesare characterized
tlY similar time scales. Because it is the presence of
transport processes which allows a net production
of 03 in the middle stratosphere, the response of
the chemistry to these processes over the seasons
of the year is required to gain a quantitative under!.tanding of stratospheric ozone.
Fig. 5.1 shows the evolution of the zonal-mean
ozonemixing ratio at 48°N over the year of the Simple
Ozone experiment. The calculation shows an annual
~;yclewith a minimum in Decemberand a maximum
in July. This latitude was chosen for emphasis be~;auseof the excellent 03 climatology for Switzer:landcomputed from a 6-year series of ozonesonde
;~sceniscompiled by Diitsch (1974). The monthly
meansfrom this data set given in Fig. 5.1 show reasonable agreement with the Simple Ozone experiment except during the months of December and
January.There, the Diitsch data shows a secondary
maximum. If this secondary maximum is real, its
cause is not presently clear. Also given in Fig. 5.1
is the predicted evolution ofRA (48°N) if the chemistry
used in the Simple Ozone experiment were the only
process acting. This chemistry-only calculation
shows a similar annual cycle to the Simple Ozone

experiment, but with a markedly higher amplitude.
However, this seasonally varying chemistry-only
calculation does not allow any systf:rrtatic:production of ozone becausethe values do not cha,ngefrom
one year to the next.
The role of various atmospheric t.r:lnsport processesresponsible for influencing the annual cycle of
F (48°N) is given in Eq. (5.1), which 1~ivesthe
zonal-meanozone continuity equationin pressurecoordinates:
(Mv)

aR~

at

--

-CI)--A

aNA
{Jp

(SMS)

(DF)

(RES:i

(5.1)
The terms in Eq. (5.1) have the following 'physical contributions to the time rate of changeof RA(net
tendency):

(Mv)

vertical advection of jiA by the mean

(SMS)

meridional circulation
-A
net Q.L!!!LJ~on-conservative SOURCES
-SINKS
(see Sections 2b anid 2c)

'c~

(En) .convergence of horizontal eddy tracer flux
(Ev)
'0-

convergence

of

vertical

eddy
-A

tracer

flux

horizontal advection of R by the mean
meridional circulation

(OF)

RAchangedue !~ the slim of.[)1F;FUSfb~
and FILLING. (DIFFUSION Jrepresents
the subgrid-scale flux du~: to the model's
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quasi-stationalr)I Aleutian anticyclone
this dynalmical simulation (see Fig. 10. of
10mb
.16 !
and Fig. 4.2 of MM78).
48°N
.14
By May the tendency is near zero even thougft
,12
..."\EH
SMS
is n()~1po~;itive,and M v remains positive. This
...\
\
is because:J~Hbecomes significantly negative due to"
,10
\
the breakdown of the wintertime circulation as de..:
,08
scribed in fI,fahlman(1973a)and MM78. In June this
\
I
,06
\
I
evacuation by E:His much less. A positive tendency
is produced ~'hich is related to net chemical pro,04
>.'
~
duction through SMS.
~
,02
>
In August through November, the progressive
~
0 Ey
"
lowering
I)j' the mean sun angle at 48°N lea,dsto 'a
0<
,'.1'-"'"
/
' I ,
-'
/
significant net c:hemical destruction which a,ppears
-,02
MH
" \
/
directly respon~;iblefor the negative tendenci,esseen
I
\
/
-.04
"
/
'.
NET
'in Fig. 5.2. The influence of transport is to moderate
~
\/
.TENDENCY
-,06
this decrease through the combined positi,'e con,
tributions c,f MIl and EH. Throughout the yeal:,there
-,08
,".
.'
..'
is systematic :removal of tracer to lower levels
,,'SMS
-.10
'.'
through Ev.
-.12
It is also of interest to view, at all latitudes, the
ozone balancescalculated from Eq. (5.1) at this same
-.14
10 mb lev,el. I~xamples of such balances for six
-.16
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Jon Feb MorApr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Ocl Noy Dec
months of the y,earare given in Fig. 5.3. The SeptemFIG. 5.2. Annual evolution of various contributions to the ber balanct~sare dominated by ozone decreases in
the Northt~rn Hemisphere and increases in the
zonal-mean ozone balance (ppmv day-I) computed at 10 mb.
4SCN. Symbols are as given in Eq. (5.1).
Southern Hemisphere. In high northern laltitudes,
the circula1:ionis marked by breakdown of the summer easterlies due to the decreased solar insolation.
nonlinear diffus,ion parameterization. FILThis leads to a positive EH due to the wave~sin the
LING is the mass conserving correction
forming w,esterlies. However, this effect is overfor the occasional negative mixing ratios
balanced by th,estrong chemical destruction at this
that arise due to truncation error in the
time, as s,hown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Equatoliallatiadvection calculation.
For details on tudes are marked by a weak net photochemi'~alprothese terms, see MM78.)
duction wlhich is opposed mainly by EH and M v.
(RES) amount required to "correct" for the comHigh southern latitudes are dominated almost computational residual, or the accumulated
pletely by strong ozone increases due to a positive
imbalance in Eq. (5.1) due to errors SMS associated with a return of the sun to high
arising from time sampling and interpolalatitudes.
tion from (T to p coordinates.
Fig. 5.:1 shows strongly different behavior during
For the sake of brevity, the various processes wilR Novembe:r. From about 40- 70oN, moderate:03 debe referred to by the designators in parentheses. AIR creases art: attl-ibutable to strong chemical destructerms are calculated by the accurate method de.. tion with rather complex net transport increases by
mean celR,lnd eddies in various combinations: near
scribed in Mahlman and Moxim (1976).
,'viI + ,EH' opFig. 5.2 shows the contribution of various terms: 6O0NEH' ,opposed by MI/; at SOON
in Eq. (5.1) to the zonal-mean ozone budget at 10mb.. posed by E:r; near 35°N M H' opposed by EI/ and Ev.
48°N for 12months of the year. The positive tendency In high southern latitudes, SMS is acting mainly to
from January through April (see also Fig. 5.1) i!; compens:at.epartially for the net transport which is
dominated by EH' with some assistance by M" and dominated by eddy effects in various combinations.
Fig. 5.:1:showsthat by Januarythe vigorou~;winterstrong opposition by SMS. Thus, even though tht:
time
circulation of the model is acting to Iproduce
chemistry-only calculation of Fig. 5.1 predicts stron!~
positive tendencies during this period, the full cal- strong 03 increases from about 35-65°N. This effect is due mainly to EI/ with some contribution by
culation of Fig. 5.2 shov.'s net chemical destruction.
E v, while SMS is trying to destroy the e"cess as
This effect results from the net motions (particularly EH) leading to R~' values during this season explainetj in the discussion for Fig. 5.2. In the subwhich are consistently larger than that predicted b~1 tropics, E'H and Mv are removing 03, while MH
time-dependent local photochemistry. The strong E H (advecting; in higher equatorial values) and ~;MS are
effect is due mainly to the dominant influence of thl~ combining: to balance the loss. In the 10"'N-30os
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region, the net effect of the motio,lls is to remove 600Sin Septemberr is 197K. This difference leads
O2:oneefficiently. The primary proce~~is M v, which to a situation where the time-dependentchemistryis acting to advect lower values of R upward into only ozone mixing ratio is considerably less in the
the 10 mb level. This process has the effect of pro- Northern Hemisphere for this case. Thu:s, at similar
ducing unrealistically small R values at 38 mb, while ozone values and sun ang;les,significant chemical
the very fast chemistry at this low latitude acts to destruction is occurring in the Northern Hemisphere
kt:ep the 10 mb R value large. The large vertical near 600Nin March, while the opposite behavior is
gI'adientsubsequentlyproduced leads to a simulated observed at 600Sin September. This striking interremoval by Ev and OF. This noticeably large con- hemispheric asymmetry i~; related to the model's
tribution of OF is an unrealistic computational by- more active stationary planetary waves in the Northproduct of the large gradients of R between 10and ern Hemisphere (see MM~'6).
3:~mb leading to larf.e horizontal gradients (which
Fig. 5.3 shows the May balancesto be:dominated
e{cite DIFFUSION and negative mixing ratios at by the high northern latitudes exhibiting 03 increases
3:~mb (which excite FILLINGA). It is interesting at the pole which are large enough tCI be opposed
to note that if ozone chemistry were included below strongly by SMS. The net production in lower north10 mb, this unrealistic effect would be greatly ern latitudes is opposed by EH and ,\.1'" In southern
moderated. Thus, in this model it is difficult to as- latitudes the buildup by M" and EH is overcome by
c,~rtain whether the defect is one of transport or chemical removal, leading to a smaLlI negative
chemistry.4 At high southern latitudes, the ozone is tendency.
decreasingslightly becausethe chemical destruction
In July the northern polar latitudes show removal
i!i exceedingthe weak increases due to the positive by SMS with very weak transport effe:cts. In low
EN remaining there during the summerperiod. This northern latitudes, Ev, EH and MI" are all contributi!i a GCM defect relating to the model's undersimula- ing to net removal, but are ,nearlybalanced by SMS.
tion of the summer stratospheric easterlies in the In southern midlatitudes, the overall structure is
Southern Hemisphere.
qualitatively similar to its seasonalcounterpart for
The March balances are quite similar to those of the Northern Hemisphere in January. However, the
January except that the winter increase is displaced magnitude of the January :NorthernHemispheric efsomewhatpoleward. The equatorial removal by the fects is considerably larger (see also MM76).
[Letmotions has diminished in intensity, thus reducil1gthe magnitude of the production there as well. b. 38 mb zonal-mean balances
1:-heremoval at southernhighlatitudes is due basically
The high correlation between the N'Astructure in
to chemical destruction.
the Stratified Tracer and Simple Ozone I~xperiments
One very pronounced effect is the drastically dif- demonstrates a marked insensitivity ()f the lower
fering "explanation" for the increases calculated. stratosphere horizontal tracer structure:1:0significant
for March northern latitudes, and the seasonalcoun- differences in the mid-stratosphere. This result sugterpart in Septembersouthern latitudes. In Southern gests that the 38 mb tran~;portstructure may be of
Hemisphere September, the increase is dominated considerable interest because of its r,ole in these
(:ompletely by chemistry, while in Northern Hemi- experiments as the first level below the region where
!.phereMarch, the positive tendency is due to EN' the two experiments differ so drastically.
This provides an instructive example of the sensiExamples of 38 mb balances for the two experi1ivity of the chemistry to various aspects of the ments are presented in Fi~:.5.4.for Januaryand July.
meteorologicalstructure. The model SouthernHemi- For both months the net tendenciesare remarkably
~.phereis characterized by relatively weak meridio- similar in the two experiments. As pointed out for
Ilal 03 transport, thus leading to a situation where the previous experiment in MM78, the balances vary
I:he03 is below its chemical equilibrium value after considerably from nearly complete self cancellation
'lh~:sunreturns to the region. On the other hand, the between mean cell and ,eddies in sonrle cases, to
model Northern Hemisphere region in March is strong tracer responsesto particular tramsportproc-characterized by strong meridional transfers and a esses in others. An inte:resting effec1:is that the
resultantexcessof 03 over its local equilibrium value magnitude of the various transport tenms (and thus
whenthe sunreturns. However, this simple explana- the degree of self canc,ellation) incrc~asesin the
considerably by the chemical Stratified Tracer experiment with inc:reasing latito temperature. At 600N in March, the tude, especially in the winter hemisphere. Although
temperature is 224 K, while at a number of complex processesare operating, to a
first approximation this difference reslllits from the
model differences in the R value at 10 mb inl the two ex...197~).
a t':3cer periments.The Stratified l[racer 10mb constantvalue
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weaker chemistryIn the equatonalmlddl~ is scaled to be equal to the 10 mb average of the
Simple Ozone experimeI1lt. Thus, the ][0 mb mixing
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FIG. 5.3. ( Continued)

ratio in the Simple Ozone experiment is smal1in high
la~itudes and large in low latitudes relative to the
Stratified Tracer experiment. This is another way of
pointing out that the average tracer values and how
they change at a level tend to be related to the average stratification of the tracer rather than exhibiting
a strong dependence upon local vertical gradients.
This appears to be related to the qualitative validity
(e.g., within a factor of 2 or so) of the one-dimensional vertical tracer diffusion models.

c. Approachto equilibrium

nounced seasonal dependence. A maximum net
source is present in Janua~{-February ~Iith a lesser
peak in August-September. A surprising feature is
that net stratospheric ozone destruction appears in
several months, with the l:lrgest sinks appearing in
November and May. Analysis of the to mb ozone
balancesas seen in Fig. 5.3 shows that the months
with large net sources art: dominated by l~lrge03
flux convergences at high(:r latitudes of' the winter
hemisphere. The differenc.~in the magnitude of the
peaksis due to the strongelrwinter polt:v"ard 03 flux
in the model Northern Hemisphere noted earlier.
The March and November net stratospheric sinks
are more complex but ar(: largely asso,ciatedwith
model photochemicallosse:sexcited by an alltumnal
departure of the sun from the summer hemisphere.
The tropospheric destruction in Fig. 5.5 shows a
much smaller seasonaldependence. Thle 12:-month
average net SMS, obtaiOt~dby adding the stratospheric SMS and tropospheric SMS, shows ;1rather
smooth asymptotic approach to equilibrium (net
SMS = 0). The e-folding time of this approach to
equilibrium is about 11months. This value is related
to the average time required for air to Jlnoveto the
sink region from the lov/er boundary of the net
source region.

The results from the previous sections show that
ru~tchemical 03 production or destruction in the
mjddle stratosphere is strongly related to the motions there. In addition, the model's net destruction
ir! the troposphere is dependent upon the transport
ruteto the troposphere as wel1 as upon the tropospheric circulation itself. A relatively long time is
rl:quired to move air parcels from the mid-stratos);>here
net source region to the troposphere destruction region. This implies that the time required for
the stratospheric net source and tropospheric sink to
Come into a state of equilibrium is comparatively
lc>ng.The processes by which this equilibration is
approached are thus of considerable interest.
Fig. 5.5 shows the global average approach to d. Mechanis,!!{ leading tl' the poleward-downward
slope of R surfaces
equilibrium for the last three years of the Simple
Ozone experiment. A striking feature is that the
One of the useful features of the dl~signof the
IJlonthly mean stratospheric net SMS shows a pro- Stratified Tracer experime:ntis that it5i initiaLIcondi-"
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tion contains no horizontal tracer gradients on iso- evolves rapidly into the rather steep me~ridional
baric surfaces. It is thus of considerable interest to tracer gr~ldientsseenin Fig. 3.2a for October year 1.
examine the processesby which the R~ distribution
An important feature of this experiment and the
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one reported in MM78 is that the normally large
i
degree of self cancellation between mean cell and
6
eddy transports (e.g., see Fig. 5.4) is not really
present in the earliest stages of an experiment. This i:) partly because the tracer has not yet had time to ~
become well distributed relative to the large-scale I
clisturbancespresent. Thus, for an initial period of ~ 4
time, various zonal-mean and eddy tracer transport =processestend to operate more independently of one g
another.
~
The evolution of the meridional slope of RA[lJ(lJz/ ~
oY)/i'/lJt] proceeds in the first stages of this experi- ~
mentattherateofabout -5.5 x 10---4
month-I. ThIs ~
is. a surprisingly large fraction of the long-term ~
averageslope of about -8 x 10---4
as obtainable from ~ '
.=:.

I;'ig. 3.2b.
A way to investigate the physical processesleading to this pronounced change in tracer slope is to
e:valuatethe operative terms in the equation for the
rate of change of tracer slope, i.e.,

\
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ceived renewedemphasisby Matsuno,; Andrews and
McIntyre (1976), Kida (1977a,b) anc! Dunkerton
Becausethe interest here is to understand the early (1978)through the so-called Lagrangiarl-meanviewand
e:volution of this experiment, substantial simplifica- point on atmosphericdynamics. Matsllflo, I<~ida,
tions are possible. At the onset of the experiment, Dunkerton all emphasized the imporltanc'~ of the
(fJzlfJY)iiA
= 0 everywhere. Also fJRA/fJz= (fJRI zonal-mean diabatic circulation (e.g., Murgatroyd
clz)t=oeverywhere. With these specifications, upon and Singleton, 1961) in preference to the actual
meridional circulation. It thus is of cons:iderable
substitution of Eq. (5.1), Eq. (5.2) becomes
interest to examine the relative importance of this
a ( az
effect on the rapid evolution of poleward-dclwnward
=JiA surfaces in this experiment.
To introduce the effect of the zonal.(1rtean
diabatic
0;; ) 1=0
circulation, a manipulation of the M'v term in Eq.
a
(5.3) is required:
iJz

~~~ )r

x-

,lJy

[EH

+ Ev

+ My

+

smaller

terms],

(5.3)
-~

My=
~here the symbols
EH, Ey and My carry the meanIngs given
in Eq. (5.1) (MH is small because
fJRA/
oy ::: 0 initially).
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Note that in this term the diabatic and adiabatic
tical velocii,ies have not been separated.
the diabati,c part of this term should
strongly b(~Cau:5e
of the rapid systematic tracer
movemenlrelative to the nearly stationary isentropic
surfaces ne:arthe tropical tropopause regioln (see

oT
lJy

oT'

--+CIO

OZ

Qlcp

Fig. 3.2).

Wd=g-aT"

-+-,
Cp

oz

where Q is the diabatic hl~atingrate, g the acceleration.of gravity and Cpthc~specific heat at constant
pressure. Using the abo"e substitutions, Eq. (5.3)

becomes
0 ( -a;oz )H"= -;;;;owa + -a;;OW~~d
at
- ( 1)

~

0 E
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+ smaller terms].

(5.4)

In this form the impo,rtance of the zonal-mean
diabatic circulation can b'eevaluated relative to the
other terms in Eq. (5.4). For the parent GCM used
in this tracer model (MM76), characteristic zonalmean diabatic heating rates at 110 mb for August
are about +0.3°C day-I in low latitudes and -0.3°C
day-I in high northern latitudes. Thus the alva/oJ
term in Eq. (5.4) produces a systematic change in
the meridional tracer slope of about -1.8 x I O~
month-I.
The aw~dlay term offers little systematic contribution to the averageslope increase because it is
composed of alternating algebraic signs along the
meridian (see MM76). It~ioverall effect is to flatten
the slope becauseof the tendency for rising motion
at the pole. Also, even at this early stage, there
is some tendency for the:M v and EH terms to cancel. (At 110mb M v and EJ'(show a -0.4 correlation.)
The third term on the light-hand side of Eq. (5.4)
exhibits a systematic effi~cton the tracer slope. As
shown in Mahlman (1973a),the initial stagesof this
experiment are markedby strong poleward eddy flux
producing an evacuationof tracer at 110mb in equatorial regions and a buildup at high latitudes. The
magnitude of this effect in Eq. (5.4) is about -0.5
x 10~ month-I.
The fourth term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.4)
is highly significant becallJsea pronounced removal
due to Ev is occurring il1llow latitudes, while very
little contribution due to E v is present at high latitudes. This effect alone produces ~ slope change of
about -3.5 x 10~ month-I. The dominance of this
term is related to the greater depth of the troposphere in low latitudes with its attendant lower static
stability and large local vertical velocities (relative
to values at 110mb in middle and high latitudes).

The sum of the above processes leads to a predicted slop(~change of -5.8 x 10-4month-I versus
an observe,dchange of -5.5 x 10-4 month--l. The
weak slope-increasing contribution of the al1i~/ay
term leads to a condition of near balance for Eq..
(5.4) without inclusion of the smaller terms.
The dolrlinance of the vertical eddy flu:" convergence t(~rm in Eq. (5.4) leads to an important
question ~lSto :the relative importance of the contribution ,oj'the diabatic vertical eddy velocity in
producing pole:ward-downward slopes of tracer
isopleths. This is especially so in view of the above
demonstr~ltedilmportance of the &va/ay term. In
the above anaJlysis,it has not been possible to
separate Oillt the diabatic eddy vertical velocity
directly be(:aus.~ofthe specialized analysis s~cheme
required to achieve an unambiguous transformation
from sigma to pressure coordinates (Mahlman and
Moxim, 19.76).
An alternative analysis approach, howevl~r, can
yield some insight into the relative importa,nce of
the eddy di~lbaticeffects toward producing the strong
poleward-downward slope of mixing ratio isopleths.
Consider the (~quation of eddy temperature expressed in the approximate form
aT'

aT'

-u -A --v

-=

at

aT'

-A

,

--v
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ay
-A a:r' -'I~ (

-}-v--
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'

c-

\Cp

-

orA

ay
or,
+ -.:-:)
az I

+ ~~ -f- higher order terms (h.o.t.).

(5.5)

Cp

Although E~q.(,5.5)is actually expressed on a pressure surfacl~,the term (1J(X
has beenreplaced by -gw
to simplify the physical interpretation of the final
form. If E1:J.(5;.5)is multiplied by T' and zonally
averaged,one obtains an eddy temperature variance
equation
orA
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~
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(5.6)

Rearrangement.of Eq. (5.6), noting the de:finition
of potential temperature and that fJZ/(Jy8= --fJfJ/8y1
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()OliJz,gives for an "eddy mixing slope"
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This equation states physically that for linear,
stt~ady,adiabatic eddy motion, the averagemeridiona.leddy mixing slope of air will remain constrained
to its appropriate zonal-mean isentropic surface.
A1ltemative!h this would imply no systematic production of T'2A/2by eddy motions acting on mean
gradients. However, removal of any of these constraints allows eddy fluxes across the zonal-mean
isl~ntropic surface. This is important because, as
pointed out by Hering (1965) and MM78 (for this
model), the meridional slopes of potential vorticity
aJldtracer surfaces in the lower stratosphere are significantly steeper than those of isentropic surfaces.
For this GCM the value of the allay e term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (5.7) is about -3 x 10---4,
a
v:uue (at equilibrium) which is smaller than the initial
Olle month change in the slope of the 'jfA surface.
However, the second term on the right-hand side
o:f Eq. (5.7) from the GCM has a value of about
-2 x 10---4.
This results from the systematic relative diabatic cooling of sinking warm air and heating
of ascending cold air in the presence of a poleward ed~ heat flux (which provides for a dissipation of T'2~/2). This process thus contributes significantly toward explaining the observation that
quasi-conservative tracers exhibit steeper meridional slopes than do isentropic surfaces. The remaining terms in Eq. (5.7) can be significant in localized
~ircumstances,but generally appear to be of lesser
Importance than the first two terms.
A further interesting aspect of the implications
of Eq. (5.7) is that tracers can be expected to be
tlransportedby the eddies poleward and downward
relative to the mean isentropic surfaces, as long as
the eddy heat flux is directed poleward. This should
t~ the case even when azlaYeis positive. Some rel:ited aspects of this transport problem were addressedby Wallace (1978).
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1973b) and the stratospheric polar night vortex
(Mahlman, 1969). Except for the subl:ropical jet
~;tream,in eachof the other problems,a local thermocJynamicallydirect circulation was identified which
iisopposite in senseto the correspondin!: mean meIridional circulation.
It thus is of considerable interest that !lhec:oncept
I:>fLagrangian-meandynamics has been advanced
recently through the work of Matsuno,5Andre:wsand
McIntyre (1976, 1978a,b),Kida (1977b), Dunkerton
I(1978)and Matsuno and Nakamura (1979).This type
,of work suggests that much of the my!;tery of the
near cancellation of mean cell and eddy transports
of conservative tracers can be resolved by employing such a Lagrangian perspective.
An attractive possibility is to employ such a
Lagrangian-type approach to the anal:vsis of this
tracer experiment. However, for long-terlmprocesses
a disadvantageof this approachbecomesimml~diately
evident. In the presence of the moderately strong
wind deformation in the stratosphere, an individual
fluid parcel becomes "stretched out" quickly to the
place that its individual position becomes very difficult to define. In addition, the defirJition of an
appropriate coordinate averaging axis for viewing
Lagrangian motion can be rather arbitra,ry and
makes it difficult to perform accurate calculations.
Nevertheless, the qualitative insights gained through
sucha procedure can be sufficient to overcome these
disadvantages.
Before actual calculations are presented, it is appropriate to look at some simple theoreti(;al considerations relevant to this problem. Ttle works of
Eliassen and Palm (1960) and Charney and Drazin
(1961) first presented theoretical argunl1entswhich
pointed out that, under a number of restrictions,
waves do not necessarily lead to sY!itematic acceleration of zonal flows. These results w(~regener:alized by Dickinson (1969), Holton (1974), Boyd
e. Some aspects of Lagrangian interpretation of
(1976) and Andrews and McIntyre (1.976, 1978b)
.transport in stationary planetary waves
for progressivelyless restrictive circum:,tan(;es.The
]1As mentionedin the previous section,the so-called above results may also prove to be quite u:,eful for
~gran.gian-meanperspective is being increasingly understanding the processes which ac1:to disperse
I~cognlzed as an important means of providing trace constituents.
In this section, an alternative perspectivl~will be
:llmplifying interpretations of various transport
developed
on the same type of problc~mmc~ntioned
j~henomena.A number of earlier studies invoked
~the~ similar reasoning processes toward under- above, but oriented toward improvem(:nt of undertandingspe~ific (rather than zonal-mean)processes standing of the tracer behavior simu:latecl in this
suchas annulus flows (Riehl and Fultz, 1957),the model.
For the hydrostatic, "primitive" (:quations sys~U~tropicaljet stream (Krishnamurti, 1961), the
l jet stream (Danielsen, 1968; Mahlman, tem, the energy equation expressed in isentropic
(
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coordinates can be writ1:enas

ticle acceleration will have occurred (under these
three asslllmptions), in the sense that sy:stematic
(a)
(b)
(c)
particle movementrelative to a stationary mlassfield
dM
d(V,2/2) oM -!!!-~~
+V2'F, (5.8) is not allowed as long as iJ(M + V.2/2)/iJneis mono..
-+
tonic (n is th,~ coordinate direction normaLlto the
dr,
dr,
at, dr ao
trajectory). The conditions under which this is not
whereM is the Montgome:rystreamfunction(cpT + </», satisfied c:an l)e seen by performing the indicated
V, the total horizontal 'wind speed, V2'F the local differentiation and separatingV. into its ageostrophic
kinetic energy dissipati,on and </>the geopotential (ag) and geostrophic (g) parts
(Danielsen, 1961). Her<: the 0 subscript indicates
a
'
that the substantialand partial derivatives are evalu-(M
.t V,2j2),
= -I!
ated on an isentropic ~;urfaceas indicated. Also, an
note that in this problem, the usual substantial
derivative is defined as

(5.10)

D()
-=--+---

d()

Dr

dO

d tB

d(

)

d

t6

dt

a(

)

'-

~.>+ V..V,,(
!I
_.,),
vt6

where V2is the horizont:alwind vector and V6is the
two-dimensional gradient operator evaluated on an
isentropic surface.
Following Danielsen (1961), if Eq. (5.8) is integrated in time following the projection of a particlc~
onto the original isentropic surface from its beginning position (b) to its final position (F), the statement of balance is6
(a)
(M + V,2/2)9ItF

-(M

+ V.2/2)Bllb =

J'FaM
-dt
Ib ate

(b)
--V,2/2dO
J 6F 8
6b 80

(c)
+ f 'F V2.Fdt.

(5.9)

'b

Eq. (5.9) states that ifthl~ massfield is locally steady
along the trajectory path (term a), adiabatic (term b)
and frictionless (term C;),the quantity M + V,2/2
is conservedfollowing th,eparticle. Theseare similar,
but not identical to the more fundamental conditions satisfying the nonaccelerationtheorems mentioned above. If these three conditions are satisfied,
the particle will move along isopleths of M + V,2/2.
If the distribution of M + V,2/2is such that there
always exists a gradient normal to the trajectory, a
particle will return to ex,actlyits original latitude on
returning to its original! longitude after one orbit
around the earth. Thus, no net transport or net par6 Note that the integration in Eq. (5.9) is with respect to the
path of a single particle. Thus, in many circumstances, it differs
from the generalized Lagrangian-meandescription of Andrews
and McIntyre (1976, 1978a,b)and Matsunoand Nakamura (1979)
which refer to an average along a "material tube" of fluid particles. However, in the case of steady, frictionless, adiabatic
motion, an isopleth of M + V,'/2 on an isentropic surface should
normally correspond to an appropriate "material tube,"

The abovc~quantity is virtually always neg;ative in
the strato:;phere in view of the approximately geostrophic c!laracter of the motions: An exception can
occur wh(:n an anticyclonic wind shear on an isentropic surJ'aceexceedsthe local Coriolis parameter.
This is t:he u~jualcondition for inertial instability
(normally associatedwith nonsteadyconditi,c>ns).Its
occurrence thus could lead to enhanced local tracer
dispersion. Another perspective is that the righthand side of I~q. (5.10) is always negative" except
possibly v'/hen the Rossby number is of order one
or greate:r.
In the abov(~analysis, it can also be seen that no
systematic traJrlsportacross M + V ,2/2 line~jshould
occur for the case of adiabatic, dissipati'c>n-free,
linear propagating disturbances. For any set of disturbances and phase speeds under these assumptions, a particle will eventually return to its original
position aJrter;in arbitrarily large number o1rorbits.
Thus, no ~;ystematictransport will have oc(;urred.
It is of ilrlter(~stto point out what type of r.~sponse
such a "nont,ransport" idealized situatiol1l would
show for a local injection of inert tracer when
viewed from the' 'traditional" perspective of zonalmeanbalances on pressure surfaces [Eq. (5.1)]. Immediately" a drastic change in RA.would occur due
to EH. (For infinitesimal disturbance amplitude,
nothing would happento RA.)Within
abouttwo weeks,
-A.
the zonal-:meantendency (aR / at) would decrease
appreciably in magnitude. After a month or two, the
tendency would be nearly zero and e~:hibit a
pronounce:d c,ancellation between mean cell and
eddy transport effects, typically betweenEH :lndM y.
From the Lal~rangian perspective, however, the
tracer would have beenmerely "stringing out" along
constant M + V,2/2lines on the isentropic :;urface,
with no systematic transfer occurring normal to
those line~;.
Such a scenario describes rather well the RA
behavior lin the first month of the instantaneous
source experiment described in MM78 (see also
Hunt and Manabe, 1968). Over longer periods,
however, 1heMM78 experiment shows ~onsiderably
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FIG. 5.6. Isobaric movement of two parti,:les in the GCM for the 38 mb January-mean
flow. Note poleward drift out of Aleutian high and into the time-mean jet stream axis of particle No. I and equatorward drift of particle No.2. The dashed line is the 60 m S-I isotach
of the January-meanflow.

different behavior from that in the above simple
picture. This is becauseof the very significant effects
which occur due to the relaxation of the constraints
on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.9).
As a preliminary step toward analysis of this experiment from a Lagrangian perspective, a calculation of horizontal particle drift for very special
circumstances has been made. In view of the stationarity assumption required in Eq. (5.9) to get
closed orbit trajectories, this first calculation determines the particle movement in the January-averaged flow. This calculation thus does not necessarily produce the same net particle movement that
would be obtained in the complete three-dimensional
time-dependentflow. Nevertheless, this portion of
the total particle movement is of considerable intrinsic interest in view of the relatively strong stationarity of the wintertime stratospheric flow. In
addition, it is of interest to establish the importance
of the particle movement in the time-meanflow relative to the total particle movement.
To accomplish this calculation, particles are introduced into selected locations at various isobaric
l~vels for the January-mean flow in the GCM. These

~

I:':::;::;
--~
__AJ~./
~-

particles are followed isobarically for long enough
periods that the sense of mean drift can be completely established at each level. Tht~ structure of
the January-mean flow for this model is given in
MM76 and MM78. Basically it shows that the flow
is dominated by the Japanjet in the upper troposphere which merges with and produces a strong
Aleutian anticyclone in the stratospht~re.
An example of the movement of 1.~IOparticles in
this meanflow is shownin Fig. 5.6 for the 38 mb level.
This figure shows that the particles are drifting into
the jet stream region from both sidc~s,.
This drift is
thus quite different from the drift due to the Eulerianmean diabatic circulation discussed in St:ction 5d,
which implies poleward motion ever)lwht:re at this
level. The senseof this drift is some~lhat similar to
the meridional circulation presented for I:his GCM
in Fig. 5.1 of MM76. However, the line of convergence for this mean drift is considerably poleward
of that of the mean meridional circullation. In addition, the magnitude of the drift shown in Fig. 5.6 is
-0.15 m S-I (compared to the 60 m S-I b~lsicspeed
of the jet itself). The corresponding jjA in the same
region at 38 mb is -0.35-0.40 m S-I.
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FIG. 5.7. Schematic view of net drift of all particles in the Jal1uary-mean flow. Solid lil1es are isotachs (m 5-1) at 150"E. Horizontal
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Note position of strong convergence of particles (dashed lin'~s) at and to the poleward side of the time-mean jet stream axis.
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A schematic view of the particle drift in the time- tinuously into the polar night vortex (as viewed in
the time..mean flow).
mean flow is given in Fig. 5.7 and is shown as drift
The influence of the mean drift shown in Fig. 5.7
relative to the strong jet stream structure preserlt
at 1500E(see Fig. 10.5 of MM76). The most remar~;- on the tracer field in these experiments is shown in
able characteristic is that the drift in this mean flo'N Fig. 5.8. This figure portrays the time-averaged tracer
is essentially into the isotach maximum at all levels. field from the Stratified Tracer experiment for January
in the first year of the experiment. The tracer values
The length of the arrows is approximately proportional to the strength of the transverse drift. It is are averaged at 1500E, as this is a region where the
stationary flow is reasonably zonal. However, this
interesting that the point of maximum conl'ergence
of drift tends to be near the axis of warmest air as tracer structure is reasonably similar to the distribution normal to this time-mean flow at other
indicated in Fig. 5.7 (see also Fig. 5.10 in MM76).
Note that in the lower troposphere. the pattern of longitudes as well.
The most notable feature of Fig. 5.8 is that the
drift is quite different. It is dominated by mean outflow from the subtropical anticyclones and flow inl:o tracer field shows strong gradients across the jet
the Aleutian low. Higher up. the stationary flow is axis, with a maximum just on the cyclonic shear
out of the Aleutian low at all levels as it merges con- side of the jet axis. This type of distribution is quite
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c.onsistentwith the mean drift structure shown in
);'ig. 5.6. It is also consistent with the schematic
picture reported by Danielsen (1968), and the dyIlamically computed transverse circulation about the
J>olarfront jet streampresentedby Mahlman(1973b).
In addition, it is consistent with observations of
l:raceconstituents (e.g., Lovill, 1974).Another point
of interest is that this region of tracer maximum in
~~. 5.8 corresponds rather closely with the positive
.R tendency for 38 mb seen near 50oN in Fig. 5.4
~se~plsoFig. 5.12 in MM78). In Fig. 5.4this increase
In R is "explained" by a positive My being slightly
larger than the tracer removal by Ey and EH. (For a
similar perspective on the "explanation" of the midlatitude warm belt, see MM76, Section 10.) Thus, In
this case of 1arge apparent cancellation between
mean cell and eddy transports, the interpretation
can become less complex through adoption of a
Lagrangian-type perspective.
.In spite of the apparent success of the simplifyIng perspective of the above arguments,this type of
mean drift is not sufficient to explain all aspects
of simulated and observed tracer behavior. For
example,the model shows a pronounced long-term
tendency to exhibit high mixing ratios within the
Polar vortex itself, particularly in non-winter sea~ons. Some insight on the limitation of the mean
ow drift perspective offered above can be gained
by Considerationof the heat balance of the region

bounded by the line of convergence of mean drift
as illustrated in Figs. 5.6 :lnd 5.7. If the first law of
thermodynamics is averaged over this region, the
appropriate expression is

at

-=

at

A-)

C=<TB -t)1S1

+ A-)

C~T'61 + ci'J
(~

-

Cp

--w*Jr*
a ,..,

ap

+ -CtI*a*

c"

87
8p

Q

+ -,

(5.11)

cp

where (-) is an average: over the specified area,
(-)B an average along the lateral boundary to that
area, ( )" = ( ) -(-)B,
( )* = ( ) -(-),
A is
the area enclosed, 8/ an increment of length along
the boundary and C n the velocity component normal to that boundary. The first term represents a
heating effect which can occur when the mean inflowing air is at a different temperature from the
interior, the second term, is an "eddy" flux across
the specified boundary, 'while the remaining terms
retain their conventional meanings. Suppose for a
moment that the instantaneous flow is always the
same as the time-averaged flow (no transient motion).
Then for this special coordinate system, Cn = 0
everywhere along this chosen boundary. Thus the
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two boundary integral terms in Eq. (5.11) vanish the usual large mean cell-eddy cancellations typical
for these circumstances. Note also from the diver. of midwinter flow regimes (MM78).
gence theorem that
lJiiJ
lJP

= -v

p

'Y 2 = A-I

f C 8/ = 0
n

6. Summary

This work represents an attempt to provide a
framework for a self-consistent3-D model of ozone,
because Cn = O. However, the upper boundary
condition for the model is w = 0 at P =- O. There.. The Strati1~edTracer experiment incorporates no
chemist~' at all, but sets the 10 mb mixing ratio
fore at the top level of the model, it follows tha1: to a constant value, This provides an implicit ozone
iiJ = 0 as well. This says that the only term remain.. source for downward transport. The Simple Ozone
ing to balance the Q/cpterm (under these assump.. experiment incorporates a simple, but physically
tions) is [(R/c pp) -lJ/lJp ]w* T* (upon substitution plausible (Jlzonechemistry at the 10 mb level only.
of the equation of state to eliminate a). In the strato.. Chemistry is not included at lower levels because
sphere, however, this term is very small, less than of the substantial uncertainty in calculating the non0.05 K day-I. On the other hand, Q/cp in this cal.. Chapmanloss processesin a self-consistentmanner.
This caicullation incorporates a single adjustable
culation is about -0.3 K day-I.
The above argumentthus leadsto a contradiction. parameter" the 10 mb mixing ratio of total odd
The temperature is remaining essentially constant nitrogen,
In spite of the radical differences between the
in the face of a substantial mean cooling, with no
viable mechanism remaining to balance the loss. two experiments in the ozone source region, the
This dilemma leads to the conclusion that the as- lower stratosphere horizontal ozone structures in
sumption of complete stationarity is incorrect. In the two c:asesare remarkably similar to each other.
actual fact, when the model circulation relative to This sugglestsstrongly that the details of ozone
this coordinate is viewed on a daily basis, it becomes chemistry in the middle stratosphere exert very
very evident that the term A -I +C~T'SI in Eq. (5.11) little influl~nce on the distribution of ozone in the
effects a substantial flux of heat across this co- lower stratosphere, An interesting difference, howordinate axis into the polar vortex. Thus, the mean, ever, is that the global average ozone transport out
Lagrangian-type circulation shown in Fig. 5.7 is not of the middle stratosphere is less in the Simple
capable of an existence independent of transient Ozone experiment for the sameglobal averagevertical gradient. Thus, its effective 1-0 "eddy difdisturbances.
This effect is also quite evident in the daily tracer fusivity" is somewhatsmaller. This behavior is conbehavior, particularly in the experiment described sistent with the results of Mahlman (1976) which
in MM78. When viewed instantaneously, the polar showed that the global-average vertical transport
night jet of the model is continually reforming and rate of a tracer is dependent on the local chemistry
dissipating. Associated with this transient behavior, and the h(Jrizontaltracer structure, in addition to the
"bursts" of air from lower latitudes penetrate ir- global-ave,ragevertical gradient,
Althou~:h the Simple Ozone experiment shows
reversibly into the polar vortex region carrying relatively warmer temperatures and higher tracer qualitativt~ agreement with observation in most
amounts. Thus, even though the mid-stratospheric respects, significant discrepancies remain. In the
flow is relatively steady, nonsteady contributions model Southern Hemisphere and tropics, the total
are essential to account for the model time-mea:rt ozone amlounts are generally too small, while in
Northern Hemisphere high latitudes they are somestructure of the thermal and tracer fields.
An additional consideration is that Andrews and what too large. It is not yet clear whether these disMcIntyre (1976, 1978b)showed that adiabatic, in- crepancies are due mainly to the model's lac~ of
viscid wave transience cannot by itself give rise to chemistry in the lower stratosphere or to the model's
permanent alteration of meanflows. However, the overprediction of the interhemispheric differences
results of Matsuno (1971)and Holton and Dunkerton in wintertime dynamical activity. As improvement
(1978) demonstrate that wave transience in the of both of these effects would act to reduce the
presence of dissipation can substantially alter mean discrepancies, future experiments with improved
flows. Presumably, the ultimate role of wave tran- model chemistry and dynamics are required to resience in this GCM is to excite the dissipative and solve this question.
Althou!~hthe modelcannot yet be used to calculate
radiative processeswhich lead to irreversible tract:r
tropospht~ric
ozone properly, evaluation of the
transport as well as permanent basic-state alteration. Earlier, this model showed that transient ef- ozone flu:~from stratosphereto troposphere is more
fects associatedwith seasonalflow transitions in the reliable and is of considerable interest. The Simple
stratosphere can lead to very large decouplings of Ozone e~:perimentyielded a global annual average
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flu;( across the tropopause of 5.1 x 1014molecules Drs. M. E. Schlesinger, I. M. Held, J. ~)armiento,
m-2 S-I, but with considerably larger fluxes in the D. G. Andrews and M. E. McIntyre on the manuNorthern Hemisphere. The magnitude of the flux by script are much appreciated. Because t]~e earliest
eddies is calculated to be much larger than the flux work on theseexperiments begannearly slevenyears
and two computers ago, th(: authors are grateful to
by the meridional circulation.
]:nthe same experiment, special attention is given Dr. J. Smagorinsky and the computer operations
to the processes leading to changes in the zonal- staff at GFDL for their pat«~nceand unde:rstanding.
me:an03 amounts at 10 mb. The results show a Ms. J. Kennedy typed the manuscript and Mr. P. G.
strong interaction between stratospheric transport Tunison drafted the figures.
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